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Treasury of the Machine is a double-featured compilation of scientifically advanced items for your 5th
Edition games. You'll find awesome items that are a bit of this and a bit of that, from mundane weapons
to cool magical items, to strange robotic accessories and bizarre high-tech hacks. There are a number of
items in this book that are totally new for 5th Edition. Perhaps most notably, there are items for
adventuring in the machine age, like the robo-knight, hip-mounted mist blade, the  daemonic cone, the
amnesia tick,  and even new items to house your human ranger PCs, like the  couch, balcony, and critical
care unit. Other items find their way into the Treasury because they feel like they belong. Are you looking
for a stunning power-inserter? Need something to house your psionics, augmented intellects, or
harmonious elements? Do you need a portable teleport pad or some graviton bombs? The Treasury of the
Machine delivers in spades with over 60 technological items of every description, from devastating
weapons like the rapture ray, targeting computer, gravity cannon, kinesis grappler, or singularity
grenade, to awesome accessories like the learning helmet, targeting computer, slipsuit, and ghosting
unit. This book contains items as helpful as the neutralizing safety blanket and solar array and items as
sinister as the memory transfer probe and amnesia tick, and range in power from simple disposable items
to the artifact robot control harness. You'll find entirely new categories of cybernetics and
pharmaceuticals like biotech and chemosols, weapon accessories, special materials, android
modifications, and even a new robotic pet, the walking eye! If it's majestic mechanical and magical
treasures that delight and excite, your PCs will love what they find in the Treasury of the Machine 5E). If
you are looking for terrific characters where sci-fi meets fantasy, get this product adapted from the 
24-page book  today and Make Your Game Legendary! Adapted for Fantasy Grounds by: Connor Bates
Requires: An active subscription or a one time purchase of a Fantasy Grounds Full or Ultimate license and
the included 5E Compatible ruleset. Screenshots may differ from what you see in-game based on the
extension and ruleset you have loaded and if you are running Fantasy Grounds or Fantasy Grounds Unity.
Discounts This product is on

Features Key:
Map overlay theme locations
Find hidden food items and unlock further locations
Unlocked characters and worlds

"Cheating at Claire's took" says "Pink" one day.
Another time, "Silvestre" found two new characters---"Mura" and "Chisami".
... But "Pink" was upset. She mustn't!"
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It's nice to meet you.
Claire's Cruisin' Cafe
You are tasked with this one. It's the first of three hidden object locations.

Game Instructions
Use the arrow keys to move around, and Spacebar to jump. Click to select items. Use the scroll wheel on your
mouse or mousepad to zoom in and out. Click on this message to learn more about the game.

[Background Story]
There was an incident at the bar.
Forbidden drinks like energy drinks are banned in Claire's, after all.
Customers are upset. They only wanted to have some fun! "My God."
Yes, one of the hostesses had misread the rules and served the energy drink to her customers.
She dared not say anything. She likes her job too much.
"Pink" is the hostess's name.

She keeps the place clean and orderly to show "good hospitality" to her customers. All the other hostesses have
been patient with her and have not sacked her.
She knows everyone's names and she is very careful of who she serves, though she always serves out drinks of
her own choice.
But secretly she just can't stand any of the customers! One of them sneaked into the kitchen, to drink the
forbidden drink herself. She had no business doing this. She glanced at the CCTV on the wall. The camera caught
it all, showing the man's face. But, even the head hostess didn't dare to make a report. That could have
consequences for her.
"Pink" who met this man said to her "Cheating at Claire's took." "Cheating at Claire's took!"
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